Trees for disturbed sites
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The exposed site and disturbed soils,
often compacted and alkaline, found
in developments create an
environment that is hostile to the
growth of many trees. Before planting
in new developments do the following:
Check drainage by digging a 2-foot
deep by 2-foot wide hole where you
plan to plant and add a couple of
gallons of water. If water remains in
the hole for more than 24-hours,
consider the site poorly drained.
Check the soil pH by submitting a
sample to the university soils lab
(contact your local county extension
educator for forms and a bag). If the
test shows a pH above 7.5, the site is
very alkaline.
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Trees on poorly-drained, alkaline sites
often fail to thrive and usually
produce small, chlorotic (yellow)
leaves. If you must plant on these
sites follow the instructions inside this
brochure and select your tree from
the following.
In South Dakota the best choices for
trees to plant on these sites include
the following:
• Bur oak (Quercus macrocarpa)
• Cockspur hawthorn (Crataegus
crusgalli)
• Discovery elm (Ulmus davidiana
var. japonica)
• Green ash (Fraxinus
pennsylvanica)*
• Hackberry (Celtis occidentalis)
• Swamp white oak (Quercus
bicolor)
• Thornless honeylocust (Gleditsia
triacathos var. inermis)
* Ash planting should be limited due
to the threat of emerald ash borer.
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Planting Trees on
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guide to establishing
trees in new suburban
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Many communities are enjoying a building
boom with new home sites replacing
farmland and pastures. These new housing
sites are a particular challenge to
homeowners when it comes to establishing
trees. While the existing soil may once have
had the desired properties to support field
and forage crops, the process of building the
home often results in its destruction or
replacement . The topsoil is usually scraped
off and the subsoil compacted by machinery.
A thin layer of topsoil is eventually placed
back upon the subsoil. This disturbed soil is
not conducive to planting trees as it will not
drain properly and the turning of the subsoil
increases its alkalinity. This bulletin will
cover how homeowners can modify these
sites to improve success with transplanted
trees and shrubs.
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deep. Trees are often placed too deep in the
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soil. To determine the
correct depth, carefully
remove the tree from the
container and brush the
soil away from the top.

